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RANGEGUIDE 2800

10X50 RANGEFINDING BINOCULARS
WRITTEN BY ~ GREG DULEY

German Precision Optics are a new
company to our shores
They make a range of rifle scopes, binoculars and thermal
imaging products which are designed and assembled in
Germany, with components made in Asia.
Paul, Craig and the boys from the NZ
Ammunition Company are importers
for this new range of optics, and

Craig dropped in a pair of their hot-offthe-production-line new rangefinding
binoculars – the RangeGuide 2800.
These are roof prism binoculars with a
Optical parameter

Description

Field of View (FOV):

Feet at 1000 yds.

Ocular diameter:

Edge diameter

Exit pupil diameter:

Measurement of the
pupillary ocular beam

Eye Relief:

From last optical surface

Housing:

Main body and hinge

Close focus:

Shortest focal distance

Interpupilary Distance
(IPD):

Center pupil to center
pupil measurement

Diopter Adjustment:
Waterproofing:

58-76mm
+5 / -5

Mbars

Prism type:

98

magnesium body with a single, wide
bridge, piano style hinge with the main
focusing knob in the usual place at the
near end, and the battery compartment
behind a screw cap at the far end. There
are no bulges to contain the electronics
as on most other rangefinding binos.
Everything is contained
Measure
inside the bridge/hinge
housing. The ranging and
330 ft.
mode buttons are on
20 mm
the right barrel, and the
5 mm
diopter adjustments for
both optics and display
17 mm
are in the standard place
magnesium
behind the twist-up
eyecups. The weight
9.8 ins.

500
Schmidt-Pechan

Transmission Daylight:

ISO 14490-5:2005

87%

Height:

Without covers

2.3 ins.

Width:

Fully extended

5.3 ins.

Length:

At outside diameter

6.3 ins.
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is 35 ounces/980gms,
which is pretty light
for rangefinding
50mm objective binos.

The menu/mode
settings have a range
of inputs/readouts:
display brightness; yards
or meters; best or last
measurement modes for
ranging past obstacles;

Line of Sight/TBR (Horizontal Range
GPO call it)/slope angle; and Celsius or
Fahrenheit temperature display. The
rangefinder is claimed to be capable of
3000 yards to reflective targets, about
1100 to trees, and 800 directly to a deer.
They come with a neoprene neck strap
and the usual vertically hung storage bag
that isn’t particularly useful in the field.
One day the Europeans will understand
that binos should be stowed horizontally,
so you don’t stick your fingers straight
onto the eyepiece lens as you try and
extricate them from the pouch…

Optically
In the test, the RangeGuide’s
resolution was good, but the flatness
of field score was down a little
due to some noticeable spherical
aberration in the outer 30% of the
field of view. This wasn’t apparent

in field use, but did show up against
the test pattern. The field of view was
excellent, and there was enough pin
cushion distortion to nicely control rolling
distortion without affecting the viewing
experience. The twilight performance
was good, but possibly not as good as I
might have expected due to the 50mm
objective.
Everyone who tried them enjoyed using
the GPOs. They feel great in the hands,
and the 16mm measured eye relief and
44mm eyecup size meant they were
noticeably nice to use – not jammed hard

in your eye sockets as some others
have been recently. The adjustment
knob has about the right tension, and
the diopter adjustments don’t turn
too easily.

Ranging
Now this is where the
RangeGuide’s really excelled.
The rangefinding unit is truly
superb, with the quickest readings

to incredible ranges I’ve ever seen
and that includes beating the very
good Kilo 3000 BDX tested last issue
which was at that time the best range
wise I’d tested. I had no trouble in
bright daylight ranging to grassy hillsides
over 3000 yards away. To the usual sort
of average reflectivity targets like
flax and broadleaf we range to when
hunting, in daylight I could easily get

2500 yds, and to poor reflectivity targets
like scrub and beech trees, over 2000

Andrew from Manawatu H&F with the
GPOs and a scruffy Sika stag taken at
over 600 yards in early spring

Resolution Flatness of Twilight
Field
Performance

Glare

9

9.5

9

9.25

yds. The Horizontal Range (TBR) feature
worked well, and wasn’t range limited
to under 1000 yds like most European
rangefinders.
For guys shooting the likes of the steel
challenge shoots with small poor
reflectivity targets of unknown ranges,

FoV

Weight

m/1000m

gm/oz

130

980/35

RRP

$3100

or longest range hunters and varminters,
these Rangeguide 2800s would be a
superb unit. They are good value for
money for a binocular with this sort of
ranging capability. I’m sure we’ll see
more from GPO as NZ Ammo
build their range of products
here in New Zealand.
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